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MEET STACY



Stacy’s Journey
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Leading Marketers

The Mainstream

1.5x
as likely as mainstream 
to have an integrated
marketing and
advertising technology
stack

Leading marketers are



Source: HBR Study, 2016

“...businesses that integrate
multiple sources of customer
and marketing data significantly
outperform other companies in
terms of sales, profits, and margin.”
 
“These businesses also had
dramatically higher total
shareholder returns.”
 





Data-driven strategy: 
Connecting the insights
to activate media and
maximize reach to this

high value audience

 



What are the top 3 data silos that
could be combined to get a better
view of our customer journey?
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Source: Behavioral economics. Gallup, gallup.com

85%

Organizations that leverage customer
behavioral insights outperform peers by

in sales growth
25%+
in gross margin

and



27 ~1B 2.5B 2TB
different data silos data points rows of data



Product launch Loyalty rewards New content marketing



What new customer
insights could we unlock by
combining our customer data?
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1.4x

Source: Google/Econsultancy, "The Customer Experience Is Written in Data", May 2017

Organizations with integrated
marketing and advertising stacks are

as likely to be using customer-level
data to segment and reach individuals
compared to marketers without fully
integrated technologies



Source: Google/Econsultancy, Marketing and Measurement Survey, 2017
 

50%
more likely to increase investments
in capabilities like machine learning

to predict customer needs

Leading marketers are



WHICH
CAMPAIGNS ARE
DRIVING
THE MOST PAID 
G SUITE USERS?



Customer Acquisition for G Suite
Traditional marketing model requires 45+ days to optimize

  

FREE TRIALSCAMPAIGN CONVERSIONS ANALYSIS

Start End Paid Seats 

 

 

Channels

45 Days

OPTIMIZE



Customer Acquisition for G Suite
2-day marketing optimization model

  

FREE TRIALSCAMPAIGN CONVERSION
S

ANALYSIS

Paid Seats 

 

 

Channels

COURSE CORRECT UPDATE MODEL

2 Days

PREDICT



How can we connect audience

insights to media activation and

drive better performance?
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Where to Start: Team

Engineering Data Science Marketing



Thank You

 


